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Positioning devices based on flexural hinges are often used in microsystems and precision
mechanisms. In this work a nonlinear parametric optimization of flexural hinge shapes is
performed. Predefined and freeform parametric shapes are compared in terms of compli-
ance, strength, stress concentration factors and parasitic shifts. Transversal and axial com-
pliances and stress concentration factors are also calculated, permitting design guidelines
to be established. It is shown that optimized hinge shapes lead to far better performances
with respect to conventional circular notches.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design of mechanical devices for application in information technology, metrology, robotics, in the field of microsys-
tems (cantilevers, sensors, metrology devices, etc.), but also in particle accelerators (e.g. optics manipulation units), in pre-
cision machine tools, as well as in other applications, often makes use of compliant mechanisms relying on the elastic
properties of matter [1–6]. These devices are often based on the employment of flexural hinges [7,8] where the primary (also
referred to as sensitive) degree of freedom (DOF) is rotation /z around a single bending axis (Fig. 1). High off-axis stiffness
minimizes deformations along these DOFs. Flexures-based design makes possible the attainment of monolithic microdevices
(i.e. where no assembly is needed) characterized by compatibility with the respective working environments (e.g. clean
room micro-fabrication facilities, vacuum or radiation environments), as well as the attainment of frictionless ultra-high
precision positioning on the meso- and macro-scale [3,5,7–15].

Until recently the choice of notch shapes for flexural hinges was determined by the available production technologies. In
fact, the notches were mainly produced by conventional rotating machine tools and therefore were limited to circular
shapes. The availability of high-precision milling and especially of electro-discharge machining (EDM), as well as of lithog-
raphy-based micro-manufacturing technologies, has allowed these limitations to be overcome. The shapes of the notches can
therefore nowadays be chosen based on the design requirements for specific applications. A strong improvement of the flex-
ural hinge main features can thus be achieved. In particular, the main drawback of compliant mechanisms based on flexures
– their limited travel ranges – can be tackled [7].
. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

a length of the hinge fillet region along the y axis; semi-axis of the elliptic hinge [m]
b height of the hinge fillet region along the x axis; semi-axis of the elliptic hinge [m]
BS Baud’s hinge shape
Cnrm normalized compliance [rad] as defined in Eq. (7)
e eccentricity, i.e. deviation of the flexural kinematics from that of an ideal hinge [m]
E Young’s modulus [Pa]
EB elliptic hinge having the same fillet height as the BS hinge
F objective function in the optimization process
FO freeform optimized hinge shape
GR Grodzinski’s hinge shape
i index that indicates the various hinge fillet shapes
KC compliance ratio as defined in Eq. (10)
Kd relative parasitic shift amplitude as defined in Eq. (11)
Kr ratio of normalized (i.e. maximal) stresses as defined in Eq. (9)
K�r relative stress concentration factor as defined in Eq. (12)
L hinge length [m]
Lp length of the prismatic section of the hinge [m]
M couple loading the hinge [Nm]
OC optimized circular hinge shape
OE optimized elliptical hinge shape
PC pure circular hinge shape
PP0 parasitic shift [m]
PR prismatic beam hinge
r fillet radius in the case of circular hinge fillets [m]
ri radii of the middle points of the spline functions defining the FO fillet shape [m]
s length of the hinge contour [m]
t(y) hinge thickness varying along its length [m]
tmin minimal hinge thickness [m]
TB Thum’s and Bautz’s hinge shape
w width of the hinge [m]
x,y coordinate system in hinge plane
ak stress concentration factor
c = L/tmin hinge aspect ratio
dnrm normalized parasitic shift as defined in Eq. (8)
h slope of the tangent to the hinge fillet with respect to the x axis [rad]
r normal stress [Pa]
rn nominal stress [Pa]
rnrm normalized stress [rad-1] as defined in Eq. (6)
rmax maximum stress in the hinge [Pa]
s tangential stress [Pa]
/z primary rotation (sensitive) degree of freedom [rad]
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Starting from the closed form Euler–Bernoulli beam model developed by Paros and Weisbord [16] for conventional cir-
cular hinges, several authors have hence dealt with the compliance of flexural hinges of different shapes. In particular, Smith
and coauthors [17] calculated analytically and numerically the stiffness and stress concentration factors of elliptical flexural
hinges with different major-to-minor axis ratios and verified experimentally the obtained results. A generalized extension of
this approach by employing energy considerations was given by Lobontiu [7], where a wide range of single- and multiple-
axes flexural hinge shapes (elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic) were considered both analytically and numerically in terms of
their in-plane and out-of-plane compliances; the actual hinge kinematics was also analyzed.

A compliance optimization along the sensitive DOF, based on a parametric finite element model (FEM), was recently pro-
posed by De Bona and Munteanu [18], allowing freeform optimized hinge shapes to be obtained. Kinematics and strength
constraints are considered in the optimization process. In fact, extension of the hinge range of motion along the primary
DOF is coupled with the necessity to consider its behavior in the geometrically nonlinear field where parasitic deflections
become clearly evident. The calculation of nonlinear effects, as well as the necessity to consider stress-concentration effects,
fully justifies the employment of a numerical (FEM) approach.

From the above analysis of the state of the art it is evident that an integrated approach to the optimized design of flexural
hinges, which would allow determining advantages and drawbacks of predefined and freeform hinge shapes, is still missing.
In this work, therefore, the optimization procedure developed by De Bona and Munteanu [18] is revisited so as to take
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Fig. 1. Flexural hinge with parameters defining its shape.
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localized effects of hinge shape modifications into account better via the objective function. The hence-obtained optimal
freeform shape is compared in terms of strength, compliance and parasitic shifts to:

– predefined (circular and elliptic) shapes whose geometric parameters are chosen so as to minimize the occurring peak
stresses,

– conventional shapes obtained via stress minimization criteria for shoulder fillets.

The comparison is performed for varying hinge aspect ratios c = L/tmin.
Transversal bending (out of hinge plane, i.e. around x axis shown in Fig. 1) and axial (along y axis) compliances and stress

concentration factors of the considered flexural hinge shapes are also calculated. Transversal compliance is important in
applications where, due to micro-fabrication technologies, the distance between the suspended moving platform and the
respective substrate is limited. Insufficient stiffness can thus lead to stiction problems. Axial compliance is particularly rel-
evant for slender hinges, as here axial and flexural behavior can be coupled. This compliance can also influence the position-
ing precision significantly.

Generalized design guidelines taking into account the hinge shape, geometrical and technological constrains, compliance,
strength, parasitic deflections as well as in-plane and out-of-plane behavior are hence provided.

2. Hinge shape definitions

Various corner-filleted hinge shapes have been considered in this work. For all the shapes a constant value of the hinge
aspect ratio
c ¼ L
tmin

ð1Þ
has been considered. This condition allows to take appropriately into account both the optimization constrains and the tech-
nological limits imposed by the micro-fabrication processes.

The characteristic features of the considered shapes can be summarized as:

1. Prismatic beam hinge of length L: idealized Euler–Bernoulli beam model that does not consider any localized stress effects
– designated in the following as the PR shape.

2. Circular hinge: composed of four circular fillets (referring to Fig. 1: a = b = r) connected by a prismatic segment of length Lp.
In this case the free parameter r (0 < r 6 L/2) can be varied to minimize the stresses occurring for a given deflection. The
resulting hinge shape is indicated as the optimized circular (OC) shape. The particular case when Lp = 0 is designated as a
‘pure circular (PC) hinge’ and is conventionally used as a rotational joint.

Given their broad usage in high-precision applications, the PR and the PC hinge shapes will be used as the two limit cases
to be compared with the other considered shapes.

3. Elliptic hinge: a variant of the circular hinge where the segment of the circle is replaced with a segment of an ellipse whose
semi-axes are a and b – Fig. 1. The elliptic hinge has two free parameters that can be varied so as to minimize the resulting
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stresses: length Lp and aspect ratio b/a. The particular case of a ‘‘pure elliptic hinge”, i.e. the elliptic shape with Lp = 0 hav-
ing the b/a ratio such that, for a given rotation along the sensitive DOF, the resulting peak stresses are minimized, is indi-
cated as the optimized elliptical (OE) shape.

4. Grodzinski’s (GR) hinge: with fillets of parabolic shape [19]. The entities a and b are divided in this case into equal number
of parts, but numbered in a reverse order. Homonymous numbers are connected enveloping a parabola (Fig. 2). The GR
fillet has two geometrical optimization parameters: Lp and b/a. In the first instance it was assumed here that a = b = tmin,
implying that Lp = L � 2tmin and b/a = 1.

5. Baud’s (BS) hinge (Fig. 3): with the fillets having the same contour as that given mathematically for an ideal, frictionless
liquid, freely flowing out from an opening at the bottom of a tank [20]. This shape was thus determined from the well-
known fluidodynamic similarity principles often applied to study stress concentrators, and is called as ‘streamline form’.
The shape was shown experimentally to produce practically no stress concentration for an axisymmetric shoulder loaded
axially.

The fillet height of the BS hinge is b = tmin/p, while the shape of the fillet is defined by the following parametric equations
(with h defined as the slope of the tangent to the fillet with respect to coordinate x – Fig. 1 and 0 6 h 6 p/2):
x ¼ tmin
1
2
þ 1

p
1� 2 sin2 h

2

� �� �
ð2Þ
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Fig. 3. Streamline (BS and TB) fillets compared to PC hinge shape.



Table 1
Geometrical parameters defining Thum’s and Bautz’s fillet.

x/tmin = t(y)/tmin y/tmin

0.738 0
0.71 0.002
0.689 0.005
0.668 0.01
0.644 0.02
0.615 0.04
0.597 0.06
0.583 0.08
0.573 0.1
0.554 0.15
0.541 0.2
0.526 0.3
0.518 0.4
0.513 0.5
0.511 0.6
0.509 0.7
0.508 0.8
0.506 0.9
0.505 1
0.503 1.3
0.502 1.6
0.5 1
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y ¼ tmin

p ln tan
h
2
þ p

4

� �� �
� sin h

� �
ð3Þ
The boundary conditions are:

– for h = 0: y = 0 and x = tmin(1/2 + 1/p);
– for h = p/2: y ?1 and x = tmin/2.

Fillet length a would thus be infinite; by assuming a constant hinge aspect ratio c it is, however, practically truncated to
a = (ctmin)/2 = L/2.
The particular case of an elliptic hinge having the same fillet height b as Baud’s shape, i.e. b = tmin/p, was also considered
in this work and designated as the EB shape.

6. Thum’s and Bautz’s (TB) hinge: Baud’s hinge, where the material in the fillet for a hinge loaded in bending was not opti-
mally used, was optimized here empirically [20,21]. This fillet shape is defined in Table 1. Four such fillets (Fig. 3), joined
so that the hinge aspect ratio is maintained constant, form the considered TB hinge.

The GR, BS and TB shapes have been obtained via stress minimization criteria for axisymmetric shoulder fillets [22].
According to Giovannozzi [23], results obtained for the axisymmetric case are also applicable to the plane case considered
in this work.
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Fig. 4. Spline functions defining FO hinge shape.



Table 2
Geometrical parameters defining the considered hinge shapes.

PR PC OC OE EB GR BS TB FO
Prismatic Pure

circular
Optimized
circular

Elliptic Elliptic with BS
fillet height

Grodzinski
[19]

Baud [20] Thum and
Bautz [21]

Freeform

Fillets Quarter of
a circle with
r = L/2

Quarter of a
circle (radius
a = b = r)

Quarter of an
ellipse (semi-
axes a and b)

Quarter of an
ellipse with
b = tmin/p

Parabolas as on
Fig. 2, with
a = b = tmin

Parametric
Eqs. (2)
and (3)

Table 1 Free

Lp L 0 L � 2r 0 L � 2a L � 2tmin 0 0 Free parameter
b/a / 1 1 Free parameter Free

parameter
1 2/(cp) Free parameter
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7. Freeform optimized (FO) hinge shape: the most general optimized hinge shape. In this case fillet shape is described via
spline functions, following a recent original approach [18]. Spline functions are defined here as 3rd degree polynomials
in a local reference frame where one of the coordinates corresponds to the middle point radius of the resulting curve
(Fig. 4). Usually few (3–4) spline functions permit the notch geometry to be described quite accurately.

The comparison of geometrical parameters of all the considered hinge shapes is given in Table 2.

3. Hinge shape optimization

3.1. Optimized freeform shapes

A recently developed numerical procedure, based on the coupling of optimization algorithms with automatic FEM mesh-
ing of a parametric geometry [18], allows a very efficient nonlinear optimization of freeform flexural hinges shapes, i.e. those
where geometry is defined with a large number of design parameters. In that work, however, the objective function is de-
fined as the maximization of compliance with respect to the sensitive degree of freedom /z (Fig. 5 – an equivalent condition
could be that of minimizing the volume of the material in the notch), while keeping as constraints hinge strength (stresses
smaller than the allowable ones) and kinematical conditions (eccentricity e smaller than a predefined value).

In this work, for the sake of optimizing freeform shapes, a newly defined objective function is introduced: the integral of
von Mises stresses along the hinge contour, which has to be maximized, i.e. referring to Fig. 5:
FFO ¼
1R

AB rds
!min ð4Þ
In the considered case, making the hypothesis of plane stress, von Mises stresses reduce to stress rt, while rn and snt van-
ish (Fig. 6). The constraint of keeping the stresses smaller than the allowable ones is still kept.
tmin/2
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Fig. 5. FO hinge model used in the optimization procedure.
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This new approach permits localized effects of hinge shape modifications to be taken into account better. The rate of
convergence and the robustness of the optimization process are thus improved, while making the procedure much more
sensitive to design goals. What is more, this new formulation of the optimization procedure allows an increased number
of spline functions to be used while preserving the stability of the calculation. This results in a far better description of
the obtained FO shape.

In the optimization of flexural hinge shapes it is important to take into consideration parasitic motions, i.e. deflections
along the secondary degrees of freedom, but also technological constraints that impose strict limits on the shapes which
can be practically produced. In the optimization algorithm used in this work, the kinematical constraint defined by eccen-
tricity e is hence replaced by a constraint on the value of the hinge aspect ratio c = L/tmin. This parameter allows the tech-
nological limits imposed by today’s precision manufacturing processes to be taken into account. This is further supported
by the direct correlation between eccentricity and hinge length proven in [18].

The case of hinges loaded with a pure couple M at the free end is considered. The conditions of symmetry and anti-sym-
metry enable only one quarter of the hinge to be modeled (Fig. 5). Devices of relatively small width w (see Fig. 1) are taken
into account, i.e. plane stress conditions are used in the model. In cases where this boundary condition would not be valid,
bending stiffening from E to E/(1�m2) would have to be taken into account [24], i.e. the respective transition from plane stress
to plane strain conditions would have to be considered [25]. As noted recently by Angeli et al. [26], it is important to remark
that this transition also depends on loading conditions, so that for increasing loads every beam can present a plate-like
behavior.

3.2. Predefined shapes

In the case of hinges of predefined (circular and elliptic) shapes, the number of design parameters is reduced to one or
two, e.g. the semi axes a and b of the elliptic fillet shape. Optimization therefore reduces to the following procedure: for
an imposed hinge deflection by a constant angle /z, the search of the values of the free design parameters up to the point
when the maximal stress occurring in the hinge is minimized
P P'

y

x

φ z

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of parasitic shift PP0 .
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F i ¼ rmax !min ð5Þ
is performed.
The choice of imposing a deflection angle instead of loading the hinge with a constant couple M, as was done in the case of

FO shape optimization, is made possible by employing geometric similitude (same shapes are dimensionally scaled). In fact,
by imposing geometric similarity via the assumption of a constant hinge aspect ratio c, equal deflection angles for structures
made of the same material result in stresses of equal magnitude.

3.3. Shape comparison

To compare initially the above-defined shapes, a constant hinge aspect ratio c = 25 is assumed. Such a value is chosen so
as to emphasize the parasitic shifts, while minimizing shear effects. On the thus-obtained optimal shapes the calculation of
hinge compliances as well as a geometrically nonlinear (large deflections) FEM determination of the values of the parasitic
shifts PP0 (Fig. 7) is performed. Point P is coincident here with the middle of the hinge. In an ideal joint P would be the fixed
point around which rotation occurs. For slender hinges, however, this point moves as the beam deflects, hence inducing
deviations from ideal pivot kinematics and assuming the position of point P0 linked to the mobile element. The parasitic shift
PP0 is physically equal to eccentricity e [18] as shown in Fig. 5. In the nonlinear FEM calculations of the parasitic shift, anti-
symmetry conditions are not applicable any more and half of the hinge has to be modeled.

4. Obtained results

4.1. Results and discussion for c = 25

The FO shape for the assumed hinge aspect ratio c = 25 resulting from the above optimization procedure is very similar to
the TB shape obtained empirically for bulky axisymmetric shoulder fillets (Fig. 8). It was established that for c P 2.5 the FO
shape does not depend on c, i.e. hinge shapes for hinge lengths L P 2.5tmin are obtained simply by adding a prismatic section
of suitable length Lp. The determined FO fillet shape is in this regard an ‘absolute optimum’. On the other hand, by reducing
the value of c below 2.5, compliance is greatly reduced, which conflicts with the objective of increasing the hinge working
range. The FO fillet shape for any c P 2.5 can thus be approximated by the values given in Table 3.

The optimization of conventional shapes by using the outlined procedure has given as optima:

– OC shape with r = 1.3818tmin,
– OE shape with b/a = 0.0314, and
– EB shape with a = 0.058L.

It is worth noting here that in the case of elliptic and circular hinge shapes, given the elongated geometry (c = 25), in a
rather wide range of the considered geometrical parameters (semi-axes a and b or fillet radius r, respectively), the value of
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Table 3
Geometrical parameters defining the FO fillet shape for any c P 2.5.

x/tmin = t(y)/tmin y/tmin

1.155 0
0.83 0
0.778 �0.005
0.751 �0.006
0.695 �0.002
0.666 0.003
0.693 0.014
0.615 0.037
0.596 0.068
0.579 0.105
0.564 0.145
0.552 0.189
0.544 0.223
0.531 0.296
0.521 0.369
0.514 0.444
0.509 0.518
0.506 0.591
0.503 0.732
0.501 0.932
0.5 1.155
0.5 1

0.205

0.215

0.225

0.235

0.025 0.075 0.125

a /L

σ nrm

Fig. 9. Variation of normalized stress vs. parameter a/L for an elliptic hinge. In the indicated zone several minima can occur. Similar behavior also occurs for
parameter b/L.
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the obtained stresses differs only slightly from the absolute optimum (Fig. 9). This implies the need to use very fine FEM
meshes in the fillet region, with a resulting increment in the computational times.

Indicating with E the modulus of elasticity and with rmax the maximum stress occurring in the hinge, the following nor-
malized parameters, i.e. normalized stresses, compliances and parasitic shifts, are introduced:
rnrm ¼
rmax

E/z
½rad�1� ð6Þ

Cnrm ¼
Ewt3

min/z

ML
½rad� ð7Þ

dnrm ¼
PP0

L
ð8Þ
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To compare the thus-obtained values with those obtained for the PC hinge, the following ratios are defined (index ‘‘i” indi-
cates the various fillets):
Kr ¼
rnrm PC

rnrm i
ð9Þ

KC ¼
Cnrm i

Cnrm PC
ð10Þ

Kd ¼
dnrm i

dnrm PC
ð11Þ
Kr represents the ratio of the maximal stresses occurring, respectively, in the PC and in the considered hinge shape for a gi-
ven deflection angle. KC is the compliance ratio giving the relative deflection of the considered shape for a given load. The
ratio between Kr and KC gives a direct indication of stress concentration. In fact, for hinges of the same material and the same
characteristic geometric parameter c, it will be:
Kr

KC
¼

rmax PC
E/z PC
rmax i
E/z i

EwPCt3
min PC

/Z PC

MPCLPC

Ewit
3
min i

/z i

MiLi

¼ rmax PC/z i

rmax i/z PC

MiwPCt2
min PC/z PC

MPCwit2
min i/z i

¼
rmax PC
rn PC
rmax i
rn i

¼ ak PC

ak i
¼ K�r ð12Þ
where rn_PC, rn_i, ak_PC and ak_i are, respectively, the nominal stresses and the stress concentration factors for the circular and
the considered hinge shapes. K�r represents the relative stress concentration factor. Finally, Kd represents the relative para-
sitic shift amplitude.

Fig. 10 shows the values of Kr, K�r, KC and Kd for the considered shapes when c = 25. The following conclusions can hence
be drawn:

� The freeform optimized (FO) shape provides results that are equivalent in terms of strength and compliance to those of a
prismatic spring with no stress concentrations and presents thus virtually no room for further improvement.

� In terms of strength, the BS and EB shapes also provide results close to those of the PR shape, whereas the optimal elliptic
(OE) shape is clearly the worst.

� Considering compliances, the ‘‘ranking” in terms of decreasing compliance is: BS, FO, EB, TB, OC, GR and OE.
� In terms of stress concentration, results obtained for all the shapes clearly indicate that there is virtually none, i.e. that the

respective stress concentration factors tend to be equal to 1.
� Given the relatively large c value, the normalized parasitic shift dnrm as the function of deflection /z is basically the same

for all shapes but for the conventional circular PC shape, and equal to that of the PR shape.
� On the other hand, if the dependence of dnrm on the normalized load ML=ðEwt3

minÞ is considered for equal loading condi-
tions on all hinges, marked differences can be observed. Fig. 10 shows results in terms of relative parasitic shift based on
the normalized parasitic shift calculated for the load that produces /z = 0.17 rad (10�) for the PC shape (deflections of
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almost 1.05 rad (60�) are obtained with the same load in the case of the most compliant shapes). It is thus evident that
improvement in terms of strength and compliance is inversely proportional to parasitic shift magnitude.

� For the most compliant shapes (streamline and optimized ones), however, the load to be applied for a certain deflection is
much smaller than that applied in the case of the PC shape. This is especially relevant for loads that in the PC shape pro-
duce rotations smaller than ca. 0.09 rad (5�). For these loads dnrm of the most compliant hinge shapes is even smaller than
that of the PC shape. For larger loads this is not true any more, since normalized compliance of these shapes grows expo-
nentially (Fig. 11).

4.2. Results and discussion for different hinge aspect ratios and influence of secondary loads

The same procedure as outlined above for the hinge aspect ratio c = 25 was also extended to other values of c (only some
characteristic values are reported in this work). In this case, as stated above, FO shape remains the same, except for the
length of the prismatic section Lp, while the OC, EB and OE dimensions had to be optimized again. The resulting geometric
parameters are given in Table 4 in terms of the adopted shape normalization characteristics. On the other hand, the remain-
ing shapes (the streamline ones, i.e. those obtained empirically) were shortened while keeping the same fillet section.

The influence of hinge aspect ratio on the characteristic strength, compliance and parasitic ratios defined in Eqs. (9)–(12)
can be summarized as:

� For decreasing values of c, the values of normalized stresses increase, while hinge strength expressed by Kr tends to
become closer to that of the PC hinge. However, even for the smallest considered aspect ratio (c = 5), optimized shapes
still allow a significant improvement in terms of strength. This is due to compliance reduction. In fact, when K�r is consid-
ered, no significant differences can be observed when c is varied. In Fig. 12 the respective values for the FO shape are
shown.

� The influence of the hinge aspect ratio c on the compliance ratio KC, shown in Fig. 12 for the FO shape, has a similar ten-
dency also for the other hinge shapes and is characterized by the fact that, for a decreasing c, KC decreases with a rate
roughly proportional to c.

� For different values of the hinge aspect ratio, parasitic shifts show a pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 11.
Table 4
Geometrical parameters of optimized shapes for different aspect ratios c.

OC OE EB

c = 5 r = 0.59tmin b/a = 0.103 a = 0.18L
c = 10 r = 0.825tmin b/a = 0.062 a = 0.12L
c = 25 r = 1.3818tmin b/a = 0.0314 a = 0.058L
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Fig. 12. Values of normalized ratios Kr K�r , KC and Kd for the FO hinge shape and different hinge aspect ratios c.
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On the thus-obtained optimized shapes, a comparison of transversal bending (out of hinge plane, i.e. around x axis) and
axial (along y axis) stresses and compliances was done. For all the considered aspect ratios c, hinge shape was shown to have
a very small influence on axial and transversal compliances (always within ±5% for all shapes but for the OE shape, which is
clearly worse than the others). On the other hand, the influence of the shape on the relative stress concentration factor K�r is
significant both in transversal and in axial directions (Figs. 13 and 14, respectively). It is worth noting that in this case K�r is
relevant for the determination of strength, as along the secondary DOFs only the behavior of the hinge for a given load is
significant.

In terms of decreasing strength in transversal bending, the shapes can be ordered as: BS, GR, OC, EB, TB, FO and OE. In the
axial loading case, the order is: GR, BS, OC, EB, TB, FO and OE. As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, aspect ratio c has a small influence
on these results.

Thus, hinge shapes that are most compliant around the primary DOF (FO and TB) tend to exhibit greater stress concen-
trations than some of the other ones. This is particularly relevant since it has been observed already that intermediate shapes
(i.e. between the best ones in terms of strength along the sensitive DOF and those exhibiting the worst results along this
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Fig. 13. Relative stress concentration factors for transversal bending.
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DOF) tend to produce smaller parasitic shifts than the rotationally most compliant ones. The optimal shape to be used will
thus depend on a trade-off between the possibility to increase strength and compliance of the notch along the sensitive DOF
on one hand, and the parasitic shifts along the primary DOF and the stresses along the secondary DOFs on the other hand.

Given these considerations, it can be concluded that the FO and TB shapes will be the preferred choice only when the goal
is compliance maximization along the primary hinge DOF. The GR, BS and the optimized OC and EB shapes will be the favor-
ite choice when both the entity of the parasitic shifts with respect to the primary DOF, and stress-concentration effects in
axial and transversal directions, are important for the considered application.

5. Conclusions

The nonlinear parametric optimization of predefined and freeform flexural hinge shapes, as well as the comparison
among these and shapes obtained via stress minimization criteria for shoulder fillets was performed in terms of compliance,
strength, stress concentration factors and parasitic shifts. It was thus shown that, for the freeform optimized shape, hinge
relative dimensions do not have an influence on the obtained solution. In the case of predefined optimized shapes, a variation
of relative dimensions induces a change in the fillet shape. Moreover, the freeform shape provides in terms of strength and
compliance results that are equivalent to those of a prismatic spring and presents thus virtually no room for further improve-
ment. For all the considered cases, improvement in terms of strength and compliances is, however, inversely proportional to
parasitic shift magnitude. The analysis of transversal and axial compliances and stress concentration factors of the obtained
optimized shapes shows that the shapes that are most compliant around the primary degree of freedom tend to exhibit
greater stress concentrations along the secondary DOFs. Some of the considered shapes result, however, in a good compro-
mise. Far smaller stresses than those in conventional hinge shapes, but also smaller parasitic shifts along the primary DOF
and smaller stress concentrations along the secondary DOFs, are hence obtained. In any case, optimization of hinge shapes
permits a strong improvement of their behavior and should thus be adopted as a standard design procedure for compliant
devices based on flexures.
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